The question should be how much the 'Big Baby' makes spending endless hours trolling sites like this
in a desperate attempt to prevent truth coming out. [As if that loser would ever be honest about
anything; he wouldn't know the meaning of the word if it came up and punched him on
the nose. His whole life is one big lie.] Go and do a proper job, you despicable scum bag. I can't
wait for the day you and your ilk are forced out of your hiding holes to face the spotlight of truth
shining in your faces. We will all be watching, with smiles of sweet satisfaction as you all get your
just deserts. I utterly despise you vile cowardly creatures.
Norman, it is so heartening to know that there are people like you out there bravely soldiering on,
no matter what the risk, speaking truth to power and in the doing exposing all and sundry in the
Quisling club, for the sake of freedom for all. If only all the 'truthers' out there were genuine like
you. However the 'Truth movement' is not what it seems. It is difficult to know who you can trust.
Norman is well aware that some of his so-called 'supporters' are anything but. They are the truth
traitors - call them plants, shills, disinfos, trolls, anything you like; doesn't matter, they're all the
same - utter scum; the most ugly, dangerous, insidious vermin on earth. These stooges get paid very
well [by the unsuspecting public] to undermine/discredit/sabotage sites like this and the victims and
especially the few brave souls like Norman who risk all to get the truth out. Norman does not suffer
fools lightly and the idiot 'B' who pretends to be his supporter will be wishing she hadn't even heard
of his name. She and all the other yellow-bellies like her think they're so clever, but they're not; we
know their game and we will expose them. Her type will soon be begging for the ground to swallow
them up rather than face the full force of the public's wrath. See the following for more on how
these sons of Satan operate:
http://victims-unite.net/2012/08/26/what-is-worse-getting-your-home-or-your-childrenstolen/#comment-6940
http://victims-unite.net/2012/09/05/edm-478-human-rights-and-forced-adoptions-in-the-englishand-welsh-courts/#comments
Our integrity is the only thing we have and the only thing that matters. Since my last post on
http://victims-unite.net/2013/01/14/white-collar-crimes-an-evidence-based-definition/ I've been
thinking deeper about the 'controlled opposition', have been doing some digging and have come to
realise just how dangerous these 'people' are. It would appear that the Hollie Greig story is
unravelling. This is a problem for you Sabine and for 'Victims Unite' because of the connection you
have with Belinda McKenzie. Now, I don't want to jump to conclusions but in case you are unawares
I think you should know what is widely being said about Belinda being a shill. Please will you show
her this post as it is only fair that she is given the right of reply to these criticisms; some of which
are:
"We here at THGHG are disgusted with Belinda McKenzie's video outsidethe BBC and with her latest
post on HDJ.org regarding Hollies 33rd birthday. Using Hollies birthday to promote the campaign is
nothing more than sick and abhorrent - let alone possibly illegal! It's a total lie that Hollie was
returned to Denis when Anne was sectioned - just as it's a lie that Sylvia and Wyn were present at
the house. Belinda further lies when she suggests that Hollie's two police interviews matched word
for word 2000 and 2009 - they don't! Either Belinda has never seen the evidence or she is simply
lying. We cannot show you the evidence for that presently, but as our readers know we show
everything we can and not just snippets like the UK Column or none at all like Robert Green!"
"Belinda McKenzie deserves special mention for paying absolutely no attention to the REAMS of
evidence presented to her, she has been at ALL the court cases and knows the facts yet still lies

blatantly – and we can quote her here in one of her latest missives to a Hollie “supporter” “I’m really
going for her” (Sylvia Major one of the falsely accused) and (we) “will have the last laugh” it’s not
funny Mrs McKenzie."
"Belinda McKenzie who was the person primarily responsible for HDJ finance has links to MI5,
'independent' think tanks; fraudulent charities and terrorist organisations [29]. Her LinkedIn profile
is very informative [30]."
"Belinda McKenzie, the leader of a British 9/11 Truth campaign and a fundraiser for the MKO a
terrorist organisation which was illegal in Britain and was involved in a campaign of killings and
kidnappings in Iran."
"At one stage she was investigated by the UK Charities Commission and found to have been money
laundering a sum of £5 million which she could not account for but which had passed through her
account."
References:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwFm8Ii6mJw [see around 37 mins for
ref to Charities Commission]
http://www.freedomcentral.info/page.php?page=hoax2&title=$hoax2
http://www.theholliegreigcoverup.net/the-end-of-hdj.html
http://www.theholliegreigcoverup.net/latest-.html
https://twitter.com/HollieGreigHoax
http://www.the-big-picture.org.uk/wp/?page_id=2928
http://diggerfortruth.wordpress.com/2012/09/27/10-reasons-why-im-sure-brian-gerrish-is-a-shill/
http://wideshut.co.uk/hollie-greig-hoax/
Now we know Belinda is a key supporter/spokesperson/fundraiser in the Hollie Greig campaign,
could she tell us whether that is still the case or whether she too now feels that she has been duped.
I hate to cast these aspersions but feel that for your sake Sabine and for the sake of all the victims
who contribute to V/U, this needs to be cleared up.
Another person you hold in high esteem Sabine [as did I] is also strongly suspected
of working for the enemy - Leah McGrath. Please see the link here: http://www.the-bigpicture.org.uk/wp/?page_id=2928
Now, I know that suspicion is not enough to go on, but I just want you to tread carefully Sabine. I
really hope that the doubt surrounding Belinda is proven to be unfounded; however if the strong
suspicion lingers, then by association, you will also come under suspicion and if that happens your
credibility and that of all the victims who make up and contribute to V/U automatically become
suspect. You must take care not to risk being associated with suspected shills or you will be tarred
with the same brush and your excellent work over the past few years on V/U and your other sites
will amount to nothing and will be wiped out overnight. Shills are the most heinous of traitors and

need to be ousted as soon as their presence is known. They are currently succeeding [as is the plan]
in doing much harm to the 'Truth movement' and our efforts to stop the NWO. Genuine victims who
battle [often for years] for truth and justice and genuine 'truthers' struggle daily to survive - to stay
healthy enough to continue working full time in order to keep a roof over our heads, pay the bills
and put food on the table and to protect and care for our families. We suffer constant persecution
and hardship from all sorts of directions just because we won't shut up and roll over and die and we
also have to suffer the added injustice of some of our family members turning on us because they
buckle under the stress and it's easier to just lash out and/or walk away. We do not have the luxury
of time. The most painful part to bear is seeing the children suffer - they are the ones who suffer
the most; they are the easy targets. It will take a long time and lots of TLC for my youngest children
to fully recover from the mental trauma they endured throughout their childhood, forced on them
via the boot boys of the corrupt family court system. I can only hope and pray they make it. Right
now though both of them have eating disorders, both are underweight, but it is Jordan [aged 15]
that worries me the most; he is depressed, is very underweight, has sleeping problems [including the
headbanging in his sleep which has been ongoing periodically throughout his life, starting from when
he was a toddler when contact sessions with his father started]; my greatest fear is of him
developing anorexia. Sorry, got carried away there! I'm just feeling so frustrated. There I was
thinking that finally we have some wonderful people out there getting the truth out; thinking that
these people were on our side, doing their bit to stop the NWO, only to find out that these
vociferous so-called 'truthers' are in fact Satan's little helpers; slick con artists. Sickening. How the
hell can these people sleep at night? Bill Maloney is another suspect shill, by association with Brian
Gerrish and the HG story.
Belinda, if all these accusations against you prove to be a pack of lies, then I hope you will accept my
sincere apologies.
“If you lose money, you’ve lost nothing. If you lose health, you’ve lost something. If you lose
character, you’ve lost everything” - Written on the outside of a temple in Mahaballeswara, India.
“The Light is more than some abstract, unknowable energy force. Light is Truth. If Light is Truth,
then darkness must be lies. Each and every lie we tell to ourselves and others casts the shadow of
separation upon us. Every time even the most minor deception is revealed and the Truth is made
known we are re-united with the Light. So, Let there be Light.” ~ Renee Bledsoe
The following is what I state on my site re controlled opp:
[A CAUTION REGARDING THE INSIDIOUS CREATURES WHO ARE THE 'CONTROLLED OPPOSITION'.
The object of controlled opposition is to keep you from ever knowing the whole truth and to keep
people DIVIDED enough in lies so they can NEVER SHARE A UNITY IN TRUTH. Their goal is to make
sure the 'truth' movement only goes so far. A people kept divided is a people you can control easier.
They just want to keep you in the dark just enough so the 'powers that be' can do their evil work.
Revolution Harry asks "Where are they trying to lead us?" 'Digger' says these agents, otherwise
known as Shills, are there to "distract, deceive, discredit, disempower" and that "all these people
provide 85-95% Truth and then once gained your trust, take you off in the wrong direction... to kill
time and therefore kill us! Precious time we don't have." See here for a humorous write up on this
subject by the Sovereign Independent UK; some very salient points are made; see also the
enlightening comments which follow. [You can learn a lot from other people's
opinions/experiences. Of course, the people who write 'Truth' sites, as well as providing facts, are
also giving their own opinion, same as I have my opinions to go along the facts and you

have yours.] I have suspicions that some of the sites I link to may be in bed with the enemy;
however I have no hard evidence and I hope to be proven wrong. The 'big guns' of the 'truth
movement' are widely suspected of being in the pocket of the devil. Well they do say the
best way to beat the opposition is to lead it. Suspicion [however strong] though is not enough to
criminalize anyone on. Constructive criticism is healthy but everyone has the right of reply and until
it can be proven that someone is a cointelpro agent [or that person's conscience tells him/her to fess
up!] we are obliged to respect their opinion and trust that they speak truthfully to the best of their
knowledge. That said I feel it is our duty to try to prove beyond doubt the people that are shills and
to expose and oust them as they are doing a lot of damage to the truth movement. We could start
by focusing on the Hollie Greig case and on the key players involved. See here for more on that, and
'the need to tread carefully regarding the suspected 'truther' traitors and small things we can do to
resist the NWO tyrrany'. Above all else, we must all bury our own egos, acknowledge and apologise
for any mistakes we may make towards our fellow truth-seekers and always focus on the goal of
uniting en masse against the real beast. As regards the so-called 'truth' sites, my advice is to NOT
follow anyone but to rely on your own judgement; glean whatever knowledge you can/need from
any of these sites, keep an open mind, question everything, THINK FOR YOURSELF AND DO YOUR
OWN RESEARCH. There are no leaders to follow in the 'Truth' movement, there are only masses of
thinking individuals keen to seperate the truth from the lies and the facts from theories. We are all,
after all, on our own unique journeys here on earth. 'Who's who' make the following points: "The
easiest way to tell if someone is close to the truth and not on the illuminati payroll is if they:
Suddenly die strangely, Are assassinated, Meet with a strange 'accident', Have a fatal 'heart attack',
Are arrested on bogus charges, Disappear, Are sent to an asylum." 'Who's who' also ask: "What
were these people trying to tell us that was so important they were killed or punished because of it?
Phil Schneider (murdered), Bill Cooper (murdered), JFK (murdered), Fritz Springmeier (arrested on
bogus charges now on parole after serving 10 years in prison), Kent Hovind (arrested on bogus tax
charges after illuminati lecture, sentenced to 10 years in 2007), John Todd (put in insane asylum to
never be seen again - presumed dead), Alberto Rivera (murdered), Rik Clay (untimely 'suicide'), Serge
Monast (untimely death - after continually exposing Project Blue Beam), Karl Brugger (murdered),
Randall N Baer (strange 'accident'), James Arthur (suicide/murder), Aaron Russo (untimely death after exposing 9/11 fraud)"]
Also:
[The 'truther' traitors need to be exposed and ousted, but we need to tread carefully with so much
at stake. Also, small things we can all do to resist the NWO tyrrany.
For a while I was of the same mind-set as so many other people regarding the 'big guns' in that I felt
it didn't really matter that they were almost certainly 'controlled opposition' because they were
being so successful in getting a lot of truth out to the masses. That was the only thing that mattered.
I was also very grateful that they were giving much needed publicity for the self-sacrificing freedom
fighters who we know are NOT on the Illuminati payroll - Babs Tucker, Norman Scarth ... However
with the Hollie Greig story unravelling I began thinking a little deeper about the role of the double
agent, did some research and realised just how successfully these 'people' are sabotaging the truth
movement and how dangerous the lying scumbags actually are. 'Digger' spells is out clearly here
[see his point 6 on the self-proclaimed 'leaders' of the 'Truth Movement' David Icke and Alex Jones.]
Also see the comments section where he is spelling it out to Roger Hayes here. In the case of David
Icke, I think we can safely say that just on the Hollie Greig farce alone that he is a disinfo agent. [See
here for the Hollie Greig story and the evidence of it being a hoax; also here and here.] If he was a
genuine 'truther' he would be encouraging open debate on his forums and elsewhere to ascertain
the facts, but that is not the case; the opposite has happened; he was happy to promote the story

internationally, but when presented with evidence that it was a hoax he refused to comment and
banned all mention of it from his forums. If you want other proof on Icke see David Icke – A
Freemason Shill or Snake Oil Salesman? Other well-known names in the 'truth movement' who
promote the Hollie Greig Story, Ian R Crane and Brian Gerrish also refuse to look at the evidence and
will not engage in dialogue with anyone who questions the story. Ian Crane could only manage a
limp claim that it was not his area of expertise and he also deleted all comments from his wall. This
strongly suggests that these two are also not on the side of truth and must be feathering their own
nests at our expense and furthering their own agenda which is agreeable to their powerful puppet
masters. Bill Maloney also comes under suspicion by association with the above mentioned and also
due to the fact he also refuses to look at the evidence.
And what's my take on the Hollie Greig saga? Well, I'll be perfectly honest, like so many others, I too
was taken in by the smooth-talking con-men Robert Green and Brian Gerrish. However after looking
at the evidence for myself I too am convinced that it is all a load of baloney, almost certainly
engineered by some high up seedy freemasons or high level dodgy characters from some other
secret society. Just by watching the videos of Hollie being questioned by Theo Chalmers,
Richard D Hall for example gives the game away. Hollie can barely murmur more than "yes" or "no"
and anything else she says cannot be understood by anyone except her mum Anne Greig. Now, ok,
you could argue that she might just be too overwhelmed with her new found fame/shy on camera...
Well, if that's the case it's easily tested; how about her mum showing us a video of her and Hollie
just engaging in normal everyday conversation in the comfort of their home. I'd be surprised if
Hollie could even string a sentence together. As for naming even one, let alone 22 of her high flying
abusers [who she apparently remembered from when she was aged 6] is just laughable. Just this
small point has you reaching for Richard D Hall's bullshit buzzer. I have to say I'm surprised Richard
himself didn't hit that buzzer - and hard. His credibility must surely now be under question; either
that or he's just a bit of a buffoon. I don't think it's the latter! Either way his TV career will soon be
on the rocks if he doesn't immediately address this issue, expose the Hollie hoax and do
his bit to 'oust the shills' of the 'truth movement'.
The realisation that Icke/Gerrish/Crane are in bed with the enemy will come as a shock to millions of
their followers and many will refuse to believe it. We need to be careful that we don't fall into the
trap of bickering between ourselves about who is/isn't cointelpro as that would be playing right into
the hands of the devil by assisting the PTB in their DIVIDE AND CONQUER strategy. After all, these
globetrotting 'truthers' have millions of fans and those followers are busy alerting others to the
NWO goal. Those fans are very protective of their heroes and the last thing any of us wants is to
alienate them or waste time trying to convince them that they are inadvertently assisting the PTB.
Our goal is to UNITE people against the real enemy, not waste precious time ego-bickering and going
round in circles. It is becoming very obvious who the traitors in the 'truth movement' are and, oh
boy, are they going to receive some retribution; much harsher than the other quislings are going to
get, since such traitors are the most heinous of creatures.
Another sign that these so-called NWO resisters are not what they claim to be is that they don't give
valid solutions; Icke encourages people to quit their jobs if they inadvertently hold positions as
'gatekeepers' - those who work in or for law enforcement, Govt or Govt agencies, court services,
security services, Royalty ... Well if that were possible it would indeed bring down the pyramid
control system; however let's be practical, most people are not going to get another job that easily
and you can't expect folk to just give up their means of earning a living. Mr Icke is not expected to
hand over his lucrative earnings from talks and merchandise. For those of you who cannot just quit
your job, I'd suggest you help others wherever you can and help spread the knowledge. You would
be providing a much needed service if you could support a victim [you can find numerous ones on
the Victims Unite site or on the sites linked to my story.] Many victims of the State [often litigants in

person] bravely battle on [often with little or no help] trying to seek remedy through litigation. They
could do with as many court watchers as they can get to ensure that any skulduggery is minimized.
They may also need a mckenzie friend. Such victims are the ones with the EVIDENCE of State
corruption and their battle for justice is not just theirs, but EVERYONE'S. OR you could help them
publicise their case. REMEMBER INJUSTICE TO ONE IS INJUSTICE TO ALL - YOU OR YOURS WILL BE
THE NEXT VICTIM - IT'S ONLY A MATTER OF TIME. AND THAT INCLUDES YOU STUPID STATE AGENT
SMITHS TOO; YOU WILL ALSO SUFFER FROM THE NEW WORLD SLAUGHTER.
For those of you who are members of secret societies ... just leave ... that is not going to harm you
but it will most definitely benefit society.
For those of you working for or considering enrolling in the armed forces, think about who you are
actually hurting and whose coffers you are helping fill. Those innocent victims that you kill and
maim and whose homes and villages you destroy in far off lands for your paycheck are OUR
FRIENDS. Look upon them as being your own family, cos that is what they are. The last surviving
soldier of WW1 Harry Patch stated, "War is organised murder, and nothing else." See these
links for more: The people in uniform are NOT our friends. What are you doing? The Truth about
War - Who are the Real Terrorists? War is Terrorism - Soldiers are NOT heroes - End the Wars NOW.
Finally, don't waste time worrying about who the 'PTB' are. Does it really matter if the enemy at the
top of the pyramid is the Jews, the Illuminati, the banksters or Santa ruddy Clause? It is enough that
we ALL feel the effects of the actions of their State Agent Smiths [as I call them.] We know about the
corruption, carnage, cruelty, poverty, injustice and utter insanity throughout the world. All we have
to do is recognise our enslavement, lose our fear and spread truth with love. Just be yourself, be
creative and do what's right. Stop co-operating with the system wherever you can - start with small
acts of defiance; they all add up.]
The Hollie Greig sham has come as a shock to me and I'm spurred on into doing whatever I can to
help expose it and to root out the shills responsible so that they can be brought to book. I'll start by
asking Richard D Hall of Richplanet and Patrick Henningsen of 21st Century Wire to expose the Hollie
hoax on their TV programmes [that'll reveal if they too are shills!] and I'll also be contacting others to
help send this viral. Will you do your bit for the sake of justice – for the real victims in this saga?
Sabine, this is something you could really get your teeth into; how about spearheading an 'oust the
shills' campaign? You could get your MP friend John Hemming and other 'gold-dust' MPs on board.
Oh how Icke's dominoes are falling!
http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/site/ "

